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Last year, I spoke before you in Lao. So, this year, I had to do the same! and 

even more! I hope you will notice my progress. Excellencies, ladies and 

gentlemen, more than 200 years ago, the French Revolution began: over 1000 

years of monarchy collapsed. The French people took the Bastille and became 

master of its own destiny. The Western world was entering a new era and 

France chose a motto: Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. During these two centuries, 

these republican values have become universal. Thank you for your indulgence, 

I will now return to my mother tongue. 

 

On this French national day, I wish to celebrate the fraternity of France and 

Laos. A fraternity fed by the respective solidarity between our two countries. 

France is supporting Laos in its efforts to get off the list of the least developed 

countries before 2020. Last year was marked by a rich cooperation between our 

two countries. Our official development assistance amounts to almost 15 million 

euros a year, 25 million if we include the multilateral action to which France 

contributes to a large part. In Laos, we are present in many sectors: the 

partnership between our two countries is a partnership steeped in history. It is 

economical, social, cultural and in the service of the development of Laos: I will 

cite agriculture with the French Development Agency, health through the Global 

Fund of which France remains the 2nd contributor, justice, heritage, Urban 

development with AFD, education with the Lycée Josué-Hoffet, the Institut 

français and Campus France. 

 

Finally, we can not forget research: the IRD, CIRAD, EFEO, Groupe Mérieux, 

the Pierre Fabre Foundation, and the Pasteur Institute, which has worked with 

the Ministry of Health. 

 

 Our contribution to development is not limited to public aid. It also includes 

many private French investments. These have been significant in recent years 

(EDF International and NTPC, the Bred Group and the BFL, Essilor, the Accor 

Group, Savan logisitics and so on). 

  



 France collaborates with other partners whom I would like to acknowledge: the 

agencies and programs of the United Nations and of course France acts through 

and alongside the European Union which is very active in Laos. 

  

France exercises the fraternity that is celebrated today through NGOs and 

associations that work for the rights of women and disabled people. 

 

 Last month I was in the Savannakhet region, where I visited the Sengsavang 

association, which we support through the authorities in Laos in its fight to 

protect young victims of human trafficking. A scourge that unfortunately affects 

Laos. 

  

In the same province, I also went to Sépone with the association Handicap 

Internationale, which tackles the threat of explosive remnants of war through 

demining and risk education activities, especially for children. 

  

  

I would like to pay tribute to these associations and to many others, such as 

Professor Docteur Alphonse PLUQUAILEC, a cardiac surgeon who has saved 

nearly 200 Laotian children in the last 10 years. 

  

This is a fine example of fraternity. 

  

Finally, I would like to mention the environmental issue, which is also a 

question of fraternity between peoples and generations: those who are far away 

and those who are not yet born. It is not possible to develop without taking into 

account the interests of the planet. Developed countries have a duty for 

solidarity and fraternity to help the most vulnerable countries to commit 

themselves to coping with the consequences of climate disasters.  

Our action in the service of economic development is a priority in this 

environmental approach. I welcome the many AFD and NGO initiatives carried 

out in the field of sustainable tourism. 

  

I am delighted to know Laos engaged in this ecological awareness especially in 

its fight against deforestation and excess use of harmful pesticides. Laos made 



an important national contribution to Cop 21 and was the first ASEAN country 

to sign the Paris agreement. 

  

I thank Laos for its commitment. 

  

We have a shared duty to defend this agreement. 

For, and I quote the President of the Republic Emmanuel Macron: "If we do 

nothing our children will experience a world of migration, wars, shortages, 

disappearances of archipelagos and coastal cities caused by these evolutions. 

Do not be deceived. On the climate, there is no plan B, because there is no 

planet B. " 

  

Long live Freedom, 

  

Long live Equality, 

 

Long live Fraternity 

  

Long live the Republic and Long live France! 

  

  

  

  
 


